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“Nothing is more important than empathy for another 
human being’s suffering. Nothing. Not a career, not a 
wealth, not intelligence, certainly not status. We have 
to feel for one another if we’re going to survive with 
dignity”.   
~ AUDREY HEPBURN 

 

 
 

1.CAMPAIGN ON CASHLESS ECONOMY  
 
Date: 09/04/2017 
 
*Members of NSS CLUB are first guided by manager of     
SBI GEC REWA Branch Raipur. 
*A survey has done at market of Raipur and 
shopkeepers are asked to use Paytm, Bhim, Sbi buddy 
or other mobile wallets. 

 

 

2. VILLAGE VISIT TENDUA UNDER SWACHH BHARAT   
     ABHIYAN 
 
Date:15/10/17 
 
* A village visit has done at Tendua which is selected by                           
nit Raipur. 
* Inauguration has done by the chief guest 
HONOURABLE CHAIRMAN of CSIDC. 
* Students of different colleges like AIIMS, IIM RAIPUR 
were participated. 
*All the students and members of NSS unit visited the 
whole village and point out the different areas to work 
on. 
  



      

 

3. VILLAGE VISIT SIRPUR  
 
Date:  04/11/2017 
 
*A modern village Sirpur has visited by the team 
  members of NSS with a faculty to find the feasible 
  solutions for the problems of village tendua. 
 
* To implement the practical solutions, both the 
    villages were compared and problems were 
    analysed. 

 

 

4. DEFENCE AWARENESS SEMINAR  
     INDIAN AIR FORCE  
 
  Date: 12/01/2018 
 
  *A seminar was organized to spread awareness 
     regarding career in Indian Air Force.                                                          
 
  *Fighter pilot & Wing commander D.G. Nair from  
     Indian air force was there to inspire the students by  
     his words of experience.          
     He cleared the doubts regarding exams of IAF and 
     Inform about the different branches which are 
     previously not there for girls like fighter pilot. 

 

 

5. WOMAN EMPOWERMENT TRAINING CAMP – SELF 
     DEFENCE AND CYBER SECURITY TRAINING  
 
 Date: 07/04/2018 
 
 *For self defense training a karate erudite Sonali Guha  
   & International players were came. 
  *For cyber security training certified ethical hacker  
    Miss Monali Guha and Mr. Ayush Guha was there. 
    
   *As this was the biggest event done by NSS Unit NIT 
     Raipur, IPS Milina Kurrey, State Minister and Captain  
     of Indian Navy were invited as chief guest. 
      
    *Head coordinator and coordinators were awarded 
     and appreciated by the guest for their great work. 
 

 


